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**Negative Pressure Therapy In The Management Of Lymphoedema**

Gott, F. H., Ly, K., Piller, N. & Mangion, A. 2018. *Journal of Lymphoedema, 13 (1).*

**Abstract:** Lymphoedema involves chronic tissue inflammation with tissue changes that include extracellular free fluid accumulation, tissue fibrosis and fatty tissue deposition (Zampell, 2012). Despite the best efforts of modern conservative lymphatic therapy, some patients will progress to develop significant secondary tissue changes with morbidity evident via recurrent bouts of cellulitis, reduced function and lowered quality of life. Fatty tissue deposition can contribute to such severity that liters of accumulated fatty tissue warrant surgical management via liposuction (Brorson 2006). Non-invasive and painless technology should, therefore, be of interest to lymphatic therapists aiming to improve the outcomes of conservative lymphatic therapy.

Historically, conservative lymphatic therapy treatments have consisted of treatments that predominant via offering positive pressure; a pushing force onto the tissues. Compression bandaging, pressure garments, including wraps and chip bags, and massage, including massage, including manual lymphatic drainage and pneumatic compression devices, represent examples of positive pressure therapy and technology. Negative pressure, on the other hand, is a newer means offering treatment, whereby a pulling or opening force is applied to the tissues. Treatment can be targeted to specific areas, such as areas of radiation induced fibrosis and scar tissue, or the technology can be used as an adjunct to massage and manual lymphatic drainage.

Brands such as LymphaTouch (LymphaTouch Inc) and Endermologie (LPG) are examples of negative pressure massage devices designed for use by manual therapist. This article introduces technology to lymphoedema management and the proposed mechanics of action.

**Occupational Therapy Treatment To Improve Upper Extremity Function In Individuals With Early Systemic Sclerosis: A Pilot Study**

Murphy, S. L., Barber, M. W., Homer, K., Dodge, C., Cutter, G. R. & Khanna, D. 2018. *Arthritis Care & Research, 70*(11), 1653-1660

**Objective:** To determine feasibility and preliminary effects of an occupational therapy treatment to improve upper extremity (UE) function in patients with early systemic sclerosis (SSc) who have UE contractures.

**Methods:** A one-arm pilot clinical rehabilitation trial was conducted at a university health system. Participants with SSc and ≥ 1 UE contractures (N=21) participated in a total eight weekly in-person occupational therapy sessions. The therapy consisted of thermal modalities, tissue mobilization, and UE mobility. Between sessions, participants were instructed to complete UE home exercises. Feasibility was measured by present enrollment and session attendance and duration. The primary outcome measure was QuickDASH, secondary and exploratory outcomes included PROMIS physical function, objective UE measures, and skin thickening. Linear-mixed models were performed to determine treatment effects on primary and secondary outcomes.

**Results:** Fifty percent (24/48) of potentially eligible participants were interested. Of those, 88 % (21/24) enrolled: and 19 out of 21 (91%) completed the sessions. The mean (SD) age was 47.9 years (±16.1); 100 % had diffuse SSc, and mean disease duration was 3.1 years. At eight weeks, participants reported statistically significant improvement on QuickDash and PROMIS physical function measures (p=.0012 and p=.00). Forty – seven and 53 % percent
of the sample achieved improvements that exceeded minimally important difference.

**Conclusion:** In-person treatment sessions were feasible for individuals with SSc and demonstrated statistically significant and clinically meaningful improvements on UE and physical function. Future studies need to examine effects against a control condition and examine durability of treatment effects.

**Observation On Short Term Curative Effect Of PhysioTouch Based On Infrared Thermography Technology In Postoperative Treatment Of Tka**


**Objective:** To explore the effectiveness of PhysioTouch in postoperative treatment after total knee arthroplasty (TKA) and feasibility of using infrared thermography technology for conducting the curative effect valuation.

**Methods:** 60 patients after TKA were randomly divided into the experimental group (30 cases) and control group (30 cases). The control group adopted the routine rehabilitation therapy scheme, while on this basis the experimental group was added with PhysioTouch treatment. The knee incision temperature, leg circumference difference, VAS score, knee joint flexion and extension degrees and complications on preoperative 2 d and postoperative 3, 7, 10, 14 d were compared between the two groups.

**Results:** The knee incision skin temperature and VAS score on postoperative 3, 7, 10, 14 d had statistical differences between the two groups (p<0.05); the leg circumference difference value at suprapatellar 10 cm on postoperative 3, 7, 10 d in the experimental group was lower than that in the control group, the difference was statistically significant (p<0.05); but on postoperative 14 d, the leg circumference difference had no statistical difference between the two groups (p>0.05); the knee joint flexion and extension degrees on postoperative 7, 10, 14 d had statistical difference between the two groups (p<0.05). The preoperative and postoperative complications had no statistical difference between the two groups (p>0.05).

**Conclusion:** The infrared thermal imaging technology can provide a new clinical evaluation method; using the PhysioTouch treatment can significantly reduce the limb swelling degree and improve the activity of knee joint in the patients with TKA.

**Modeling Of Interstitial Fluid Movement In Soft Tissue Under Negative Pressure–Relevance To Treatment Of Tissue Swelling**


**Abstract:** Journal publication that uses computer-based finite-element model of soft tissue to analyze how pulsating and continuous modes in LymphaTouch device affect fluid flow, velocity, and pressure. The model response was matched with negative pressure (suction) measurements in human (N=11) forearm. Two experimental suction protocols were simulated to evaluate their impact on interstitial fluid flow in soft tissues. Simulated continuous suction was up to 27 times more efficient in fluid transportation compared to the cyclic suction.

A finite-element model was created using pQCT imaging and by doing measurements of soft tissue response to negative pressure on eleven healthy volunteers (nine males, two women). The negative pressure and suction protocols were performed using LymphaTouch device and the registered data was analyzed using Matlab software.
Two protocols were analyzed, cyclic and continuous. The simulated cyclic procedure consisted of five 100mmHg suctions and 1cm lengthwise movement. The pulsation was set at 2 s (one second suction, one second zero-pressure period). Similarly, the continuous treatment protocol consisted of one 100mmHg suction with simultaneous 4 cm (in 4 s) lengthwise movement at a constant speed of the suction head.

The study found that the continuous suction method with simultaneous change of treatment position induced higher fluid pressure, velocity transients, and more effective fluid movement along the treatment direction than the cyclic method. It is to be noted that the model does not take into account how negative pressure treatment of edema may affect pressure-dependent promotion of the interstitial fluid flow into lymphatic system and/or activation of the lymphatic system in transportation of lymph fluid. In other words, the role of lymphatic system is not included in the model, meaning that the conclusion stating that continuous mode is more effective for moving fluid, applies better in areas where lymphatic system does not fully work.

**Experimental And Computational Analysis Of Soft Tissue Mechanical Response Under Negative Pressure In Forearm**


**Background:** Instrumentation, relying on the use of negative pressure (suction), has been introduced to reduce pathological tissue swelling. Then relative contribution of skin, adipose tissue and muscle, to overall mechanical response is not known.

**Method:** Under suction, stretch of soft tissues in the forearm of human subjects (N=11) was experimentally measured at rest and under venous occlusion. Three dimensional, fibril-reinforced hyperplastic finite element (FE) model was constructed, the model response was matched with the experimental measurement and mechanical characteristics of each tissue were derived. Parametric analyses were conducted to evaluate the impact of different tissues on the total stretch.

**Results:** The model suggested that, at large strains, the stretch response was more sensitive to changes in the elastic modulus of skin than those in adipose tissue. During venous occlusion, reduction of the stretch of forearm tissues was related to stiffening of the skin and adipose tissue, as evidenced by increased modulus of 27 ±21 % and 35 ± 26 %, respectively.

**Conclusion:** The method based on suction may be used to diagnose and monitor skin changes in properties of soft tissues, especially those of skin, as well as tissue swelling typical to pathological condition such as edema.
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Treatment of Breast Cancer-Related Lymphedema with a Negative Pressure Device: A Pilot Randomized Controlled Study


Purpose/Hypothesis: 1 in 5 women develop lymphedema (LE) following breast cancer (BC) treatment. If untreated, LE may become chronic and result in persistent swelling, inflammation, skin thickening, and abnormal fibro-adipose tissue deposition. Current conservative treatments do not specifically address secondary soft tissue changes that may limit response to treatment. The purpose of this pilot randomized controlled trial (RCT) is to evaluate efficacy of treatment for chronic LE using a negative-pressure device, which mobilizes skin and subcutaneous tissue to support lymphatic circulation.

Subjects: Data were analyzed for 28 women (informed consent provided) who were >1 year post active BC treatment and have had unilateral upper extremity LE for >1 year. Women were randomized into the negative-pressure device treatment group (n=14) or the manual lymphatic drainage (MLD) control group (n=14).

Material/methods: This study compared negative-pressure massage using the LymphaTouch device (Helsinki, Finland) to MLD. Both groups used the Vodder unilateral upper extremity LE sequence. All participants received twelve 1-hour treatments over 4 to 6 weeks. Patients completed demographic and clinical questionnaires, and the Disability of Arm, Shoulder, Hand (DASH). Objective measures included bioimpedance (L-Dex; Impedimed) and limb volume (ml) calculated from limb circumference. T-tests and ANOVA (General Linear Model–Repeated Measures) were used to evaluate within and between-group differences and interaction effects.

Results: Average age was 62.4 years (SD 12.3) and BMI was 29.0 (SD 9.6). Mean baseline interlimb volume difference (affected vs unaffected limbs) was 511.3 ml (SD 378.2) and L-Dex was 29.0 (SD 23.3). Differences between groups at baseline were not statistically significant for age (p=0.108), BMI (p=0.802), L-Dex (p=0.218), DASH (p=0.259) and interlimb volume difference (p=0.076). The LymphaTouch group demonstrated slightly greater improvement in L-Dex, volume, and DASH scores, compared to the MLD group. However, only the between-groups difference in the change in L-Dex reached statistical significance, favoring the LymphaTouch group (L-Dex change: MLD mean +2.79 L-DEX units, SD 5.08); LymphaTouch: mean -4.16 L-Dex units, SD 7.51; interaction p=0.008).

Conclusions: Treatment with the negative-pressure massage device resulted in statistically significantly greater improvement in L-Dex scores compared to MLD, in women with unilateral upper extremity LE of >1-year duration. Slightly, but not statistically significantly greater improvements were also observed in volume and self-reported function. Three adverse events were recorded during the study but all were deemed unrelated to the treatment.

Clinical Relevance: Further research is needed to identify effective treatments for chronic LE that addresses not only limb volume but also secondary soft tissue changes. This can improve our ability to offer targeted interventions and improve outcomes for patients impacted by breast cancer-related LE. Results from this pilot study will guide the development of a larger, hypothesis driven RCT.
Effiziente peri- und postoperative dekongestive apparative Unterdruckbehandlung und mechanische Vibration zur antiödematösen Schwellungsbehandlung von Unfall- und Orthopädischen Patienten an der unteren Extremität – eine Qualitätssicherungsstudie


Fragestellung: Beim traumatischen bzw. postoperativen Ödem kommt es auf dem Boden eingeschränkter Transportkapazität (fehlende Muskelpumpe, Zerstörung von Lymphbahnen) zur Stauung. Ödemfolge sind: Veränderungen der Form, Schmerzen, Funktionseinschränkung, höhere Infektions- und Wundstörungen. Im Rahmen der Komplexen Physikalischen Entstauung (KPE) ist die Manuelle Lymphdrainage (MLD) ein wesentlicher Baustein. MLD aktiviert den Lympfabfluss, vermindert pop-Komplikationen.

Ziel der Studie: Evaluierung, ob eine apparative Negativ-Druck-Lymph-Drainage (NPLD) die perioperative Schwellung an der unteren Extremität effektiv und nachhaltig vermindern kann.


Einschlusskriterien: Patient (P) mit Verletzung an unteren Extremität (E), elektive P, Alter >18Jahre, Einwilligung

Umfangsmessung, Bewegung nach NNO, Statistik: Multivarianz, Wilcoxon-Test nicht parametrisch.

Ergebnisse: 101 P mit Verletzungen/Operationen an der unteren Extremität, MW 3,6± LTB. Die Schwellung war am ausgeprägteren am Knie. Nach 4 Behandlungen bestand eine messbare Schwellungsabnahme von 11,6% an der UE. Bei P mit Hüfttraumen/Ops verminderte sich der Schwellungsumfang am OS um 8,6% zwischen LTB 1 vs. 5. Knietaumen/Ops: Geschlechterunterschiede der Schwellungen waren signifikant größer bei Frauen. Die Beweglichkeit verbesserte sich objektivierbar, die Schmerzen nahmen ab. Die Patienten berichteten über subjektive sofortige Linderung, Komplikationen wurden nicht dokumentiert.

Efficient peri-operative and post-operative decongestive instrument-based negative pressure treatment and mechanical vibration for anti-oedematous swelling treatment of a trauma and orthopaedic patient at the lower extremity - A quality study


Queries: In case of traumatic or post-operative oedemas, it deals with the limited transport capacity (missing muscle pump, destruction of lymphatic channels) for congestion. Consequences of oedema are e.g. change in shape, pain, limited functionality, higher infection and wound disorders. Manual lymph drainage (MLD) is an important treatment with respect to the complex physical decongestion (CPD). MLD activates the lymph drainage and reduces the postoperative complications.

Objective of the study: Evaluation whether an instrument-based negative pressure lymph drainage (NPLD) can reduce peri-operative swelling at the lower extremity effectively and sustainably.

Methodology: Prospective study submitted to the Ethics Commission. The negative pressure was applied locally with the Lymphatouch®(LT) (FDA permitted) using a silicone-coated applicator. Treatment can be done in a local stationary manner or by using the “Lift + Twist” - technique. Pressure between 20-250mm HG was applied depending on the skin and tissue texture. The frequency was chosen between 90-70 Hz. Type of application: pulsed or continuous negative pressure treatment combined with high-frequency vibration. The process is always started in the supraclavicular fossa area, continued till the OP area at the upper or lower extremities, duration approx. 30 min. The patient was encouraged to drink fluids after the LymphaTouch treatment (LTT). The actions have been taken after the clarification, documentation of the findings (measurement, photo).

Inclusion criteria: Patient (P) with injury at the lower extremity (E), elective P, age > 18 years, consent

Girth measurement, movement according to NNO, Statistics: Multi-variance, Wilcoxon test not parametric

Results: 101 P with injuries/operations at the lower extremity, MW 3.6± LTT. The swelling was more pronounced at the knee. After 4 treatments, there was a measurable decrease in swelling of 11.6% at the lower extremity. For P with hip traumas/ops, the swelling at the femur reduced by 8.6% between LTT 1 vs. 5. Knee trauma/Ops: Gender differences of the swelling were significantly more in case of women. The mobility improved objectively, the pain decreased. The patients reported subjective immediate relief, complications were not documented.

Conclusion: The perioperative and post-traumatic swelling states at the lower extremity can be sustainably and positively affected with the LT-NPLD. The pre-operative duration up to the planned operation can, likewise, be reduced like the post-operative phase. Thanks to the decrease in swelling, the patient can be operated earlier, discharged earlier and needs less analgesics.
Effektive peri- und postoperative dekongestive apparative Unterdruckbehandlung und mechanische Vibration zur antiödematösen Schwellungsbehandlung von Unfall- und Orthopädischen Patienten an der oberen Extremität – eine Qualitätssicherungsstudie


**Fragenstellung:** Beim traumatischen bzw. postoperativen Ödem kommt es auf dem Boden eingeschränkter Transportkapazität (fehlende Muskelpumpe, Zerstörung von Lymphbahnen) zur Stauung. Ödemfolge sind: Veränderungen der Form, Schmerzen, Funktionseinschränkung, höhere Infektions- und Wundstörungen. Im Rahmen der Komplexen Physikalischen Entstauung (KPE) ist die Manuelle Lymphdrainage (MLD) ein wesentlicher Baustein. MLD aktiviert den Lymphabfluss, vermindert pop-Komplikationen.

**Ziel der Studie:** Evaluierung, ob eine apparative Negativ-Druck-Lymph-Drainage (NPLD) die perioperative Schwellung effektiv vermindern kann.


**Einschlusskriterien:** Patient (P) mit Verletzung an oberer oder unterer Extremität, elektive P, Alter >18Jahre, Einwilligung

Umfangsmessung, Bewegung nach NNO, Statistik: Multivarianz, Wilcoxon-Test nicht parametrisch

**Ergebnisse:** 45 P obere Extremität, 3,5±1 NPLD. Bei Verletzungen von Schulter und Oberarm waren die Schwellung prox. Ellenbogen am ausgeprägtesten. An der OE war der Schwellungsunterschied zwischen jungen und älteren Patienten (aP) signifikant zu ungünstigen von aP. Nach 4 Behandlungen bestand eine messbare Schwellungsabnahme von 19,9% an der OE. Die Abnahme 15 cm prox. + direkt am Ellenbogen waren im T-Test ebenso wie die Handbeweglichkeit signifikant am besten.

**Fazit:** Die perioperativen und posttraumatischen Schwellungszustände an der oberen Extremität lassen sich nachhaltig mit der LT-NPLD positiv beeinflussen. Die präoperative Dauer bis zur geplanten Operation kann ebenso wie die postoperative Phase verkürzt werden. Dank Schwellungsabnahme kann früher operiert, früher entlassen und weniger Analgetika gegeben werden.
**Effective peri-operative and post-operative decongestive instrument-based negative pressure treatment and mechanical vibration for anti-oedematous swelling treatment of a trauma and orthopaedic patient at the upper extremity - A quality study**


**Queries:** In case of traumatic or post-operative oedemas, it deals with the limited transport capacity (missing muscle pump, destruction of lymphatic channels) for congestion. Consequences of oedema are e.g. change in shape, pain, limited functionality, higher infection and wound disorders. Manual lymph drainage (MLD) is an important treatment with respect to the complex physical decongestion (CPD). MLD activates the lymph drainage and reduces the post operative complications.

**Objective of the study:** Evaluation whether an instrument-based negative-pressure lymph drainage (NPLD) can reduce peri-operative swelling effectively.

**Methodology:** Prospective study submitted to the Ethics Commission. The negative pressure was applied locally with the Lymphatouch®(LT) (FDA permitted) using a silicone-coated applicator. Treatment can be done in a local stationary manner or by using the “Lift + Twist” - technique. Pressure between 20-250mm HG was applied depending on the skin and tissue texture. The frequency was chosen between 90-70 Hz. Type of application: pulsed or continuous negative pressure treatment combined with high-frequency vibration. The process is always started in the supraclavicular fossa area, continued till the OP area at the upper extremities, duration approx. 30 min. The patient was encouraged to drink fluids after the LymphaTouch treatment (LT). The actions have been taken after the clarification, documentation of the findings (measurement, photo).

**Inclusion criteria:** Patient (P) with injury at the upper extremity, elective P, age > 18 years, consent

Girth measurement, movement according to NNO, Statistics: Multi-variance, Wilcoxon test not parametric

**Results:** 45 P upper extremity, 3,5±1 NPLD. The swelling was more pronounced at the elbows in case of shoulder and upper arm injuries. The difference in swelling between younger and older patients (oP) was significantly less favorable for oP at the upper extremity. After 4 treatments, there was a measurable decrease in swelling of 19.9% at the UE. The reduction 15 cm prox. + direct at the elbow was significantly the best in the T-test as well as the hand mobility.

**Conclusion:** The perioperative and post-traumatic swelling states at the upper extremity can be sustainably and positively affected with the LT-NPLD. The pre-operative duration up to the planned operation can, likewise, be reduced like the post-operative phase. Thanks to the decrease in swelling, the patient can be operated earlier, discharged earlier and needs less analgesics.
The effect of LymphaTouch® vs. a sham treatment on immediate pain and range of motion in acute low back pain


**Background:** Low back pain is the number one global burden, affecting 80% of people in the US at some point in their life. The LymphaTouch® is a medical treatment device which uses the effects of negative pressure in tissues for pain and swelling. It has been shown to improve pain 63.9%, with an average 3.5 decrease in pain scores in back and hip patients.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of LymphaTouch® versus a sham treatment on pain and range of motion in individuals with acute low back pain

**Design:** Single-blind randomized clinical trial

**Methods:** A convenience sample of forty acute low back pain patients were recruited from an outpatient chiropractic clinic at their initial appointment. Participants were 18 years or older and diagnosed with acute low back pain. Exclusionary criteria included less than 18 years of age, pregnancy, cancer, a corticosteroid injection within the past 2 weeks, previous back surgery, acute deep vein thrombosis, acute infection, congestive heart failure, cardiac edema, kidney dysfunction, and any conditions in which increased venous and lymphatic return is undesirable. Eligible patients who agreed to participate in the study completed the informed consent, demographics information questionnaire (including pain medication usage), rated their overall pain on the Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS), the Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), and the Functional Rating Index (FRI) [T0]. Following the doctor’s evaluation, range of motion (ROM) was assessed using a digital goniometer and pain rated during each motion. Participants were then randomized into either the LymphaTouch® group [A] (n=30) or sham treatment group [B] (n=30). The participants were blind to which group they were assigned. Following the group selection, each participant received their assigned intervention. After the respective intervention, both groups immediately rated their overall pain and repeated the ROM tests [T1]. Then, all participants completed a satisfaction questionnaire about the intervention they received.

**Statistical Analysis:** Statistical analyses were completed using the SPSS software (Version 26.0, SPSS, Inc. Chicago, IL). First, Mauchly’s test of sphericity was conducted for all dependent variables. If the assumption of sphericity was violated, the Greenhouse-Geisser correction was employed. A mixed model repeated measures 2-way ANOVA (2 groups x 2 times) was used to analyze the data. Paired t-tests with Holm–Bonferroni corrections were used to decompose significant interactions, and Bonferroni post hoc tests were used if main effects were found. Significance was set at p ≤0.05. For significant main effects and interactions, eta (proportion of variance associated with one or more main effects, or interactions) and observed power (statistical power of the test based on the effect size indicating the probability of finding a statistical difference) were calculated. Eta values represent; small (0.01), medium (0.06), and large (0.13) effects. Cohen’s d effect sizes (ES) were also calculated for significant specific interactions. Effect size (d) magnitude of change were calculated for interactions and reported as trivial (<0.2), small (0.2-0.49), medium (0.5-0.79) or large (≥0.8) effect sizes (d) (Cohen 1988). Data is reported as mean ± SD.

**Results/Conclusion:** A total of 41 participants enrolled in the study with 38 having completed the study; 20 in the LymphaTouch® group (7M, 13F) and 18 in the sham treatment (11M, 7F). There was no significant between group effects (p=0.26) for pain, however there was a main effect for time (p<0.0001, eta: 0.34, Observed Power: 0.988) with a 10.04% (d=0.34) decrease from baseline (7.07±1.9) to post-treatment (6.36±2.15). A significant time x group interaction (p=0.001, eta: 0.27, Observed Power: 0.945) demonstrated a 18.5% (d=0.59) pain reduction with LymphaTouch® Group from baseline (7.02±2.03) to post-treatment (5.72±2.3). There was no significant (p=0.16) change over time for the Sham Group. For trunk flexion ROM, there was no significant between group effects.
(p=0.08). A main effect for time (p<0.0001, eta: 0.53, Observed Power: 1.00) revealed a 22.3 (d=0.47) improvement in trunk flexion ROM (baseline: 23.6.10 vs. post-treatment: 28.8.11.3). In addition, a significant (p<0.0001, eta: 0.47, Observed Power: 1.00) time X group interaction indicated 37.5% (d=0.83) ROM increase for LymphaTouch® Group (p<0.0001) from baseline (24.51.60 to post-treatment (33.71.60), but no significant change for the Sham Group (p=0.33). There were no significant main effects or interactions for trunk flexion pain and hip flexion ROM or pain.

**Clinical Relevance:** The LymphaTouch® significantly reduced their pain from pre- to immediate post-treatment, while the sham group had no reduction in pain. Additionally, the LymphaTouch® group significantly improved Trunk Flexion ROM pre- and post-treatment. These results advocate the use of a negative pressure machine, like the LymphaTouch®, to immediately improve pain and trunk ROM in an acute low back pain population. Future research should investigate the long-term effects of the device on acute and chronic low back pain.

**Graded Negative Pressure: Does It Have A Place In The CDT Treatment Model?**

**Donahue, P. & Donahue, M. J. 2019. 9th Conference of the International Lymphoedema Framework**

**Objective:** To test the hypothesis that mobilization of protein-enriched hardened tissue using graded negative pressure therapy in conjunction with CDT will improve patient-valued functional outcomes compared to CDT alone.

**Methods:** Six patients with advanced secondary arm or leg lymphedema received sequential CDT with and without graded negative pressure therapy. Therapy was provided by the same trained lymphedema physical therapist. Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) outcome measure was evaluated pre and post the course of treatments.

**Results:** Patients improved with both conservative therapies. PSFS scores support all six patients’ expressed thoughts of greater improvement when graded negative pressure was utilized in their care. They felt tissue softer, lymphedema easier to manage and limb feeling lighter with less pain.

**Conclusion:** In this pilot study, the inclusion of graded negative pressure therapy with CDT provided further improvements in patient valued outcomes than CDT alone. Further investigation is needed to evaluate quantitative and qualitative treatment impact on these two conservative therapies.

**Significant Improvement In Quality Of Life After Treatment Of Lower Extremity Lymphedema With Negative Pressure Application**

**Mackenzie, A. & Donahue, P. 2017. 26th World Congress of Lymphology. September 2017.**

**Abstract:** The patient case presented was conducted to assess if CDT combined with PhysioTouch has a patient—valued- impact on the patient’s expressed pain & quality of life. A 55-year-old female diagnosed with secondary Stage III lower limb lymphedema. She received ten weekly treatments of MLD combined with PhysioTouch treatment, one session lasted 60 minutes. Pain was assessed using the VAS scale, volumetric measurements obtained via perometry, clinical assessment of skin and superficial tissue mobility via palpation, QOL measures: Patient Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) & Lower Extremity Functional Scale (LEFS).

The conclusion was that QOL and pain improved which patient reported and compared to previous courses if CDT treatments. The results indicate that; Pain improved: VAS reduced from 4/10 to 1 /10, PSFS improved by four points, LEFS improved by eleven points.
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**Treatment Of The Periwound With Intermittent Negative Pressure**


**Abstract:** This whitepaper includes two patient cases presenting negative pressure as an approach in treatment of the periwound. Each patient received standard wound care including a weekly physical therapy visit with pulsed lavage and debridement and weekly occupational therapy visits with use of manual lymphatic drainage, using intermittent negative pressure device and compression. Special wound dressings were also applied.

The intermittent pressure device was applied to the medial knee and down the lymphatic tracts opening the tracts towards the wound bed. The device was applied around the wound bed on various settings depending on the amount of fibrosis, skin condition and patient sensations. This included altering settings between 80-250 mmHg, duration of pulse 0.5-4 seconds. Vibration was also applied in most fibrotic areas at 20 Hz. The settings were adjusted to the patient tolerance to avoid pain or damage to the skin.

Once the area around the wound bed was treated, the device was applied along the lymphatic channels from the wound bed toward the medial knee, where MLD was also applied distal to proximal to the inguinal lymph nodes.

Patient 1 demonstrated resolution of stagnant wound measurements following two sessions. Patient 2 demonstrated a 37% reduction in wound measurements following three treatments, a 35% reduction after additional four treatments and a 90% reduction to near wound closure after the final three treatments.

This limited case study shows potential for additional treatment options to manage swelling during the wound healing phases, which include treatment of the periwound and lymphatic system.

**Negative Pressure Assisted Lymphatic Drainage: Improving Conservative Treatment Options**


**Abstract:** Case study describing the effect of PhysioTouch for secondary bilateral leg lymphedema. The patient presented with a wound, grossly swollen leg and abdomen, lymph blister and functional deterioration. As treatment outcome, significant limb volume reduction was achieved by fourth session with wound closure by sixth. Improvement was observed also in pain, quality of life and functional ability. When compared with previous treatment models, the PhysioTouch approach did not require bandaging this patient. Also, the therapy was delivered with less therapist fatigue and resources.

The case is about a male obese client with secondary bilateral leg lymphedema with acute exacerbation of swelling in his right leg. Treatment Outpatient model of six therapy sessions occurring twice a week included PhysioTouch assisted lymphatic drainage, simple wound care and return to flat knit compression garment wear. 60 minutes of PhysioTouch therapy was administered with graduated suction dosage from 140-200mmHg on the abdomen, 20-150mmHg on the anterior right leg starting proximally at inguinal nodes and 20-150mmHg to posterior right calf and around the wound border.
Treatment Of Radiation Induced Fibrosis And Breast Oedema For Arm Lymphoedema Risk Reduction


Abstract: This study highlights a case treatment of a female client of 54 years of age with post-breast cancer lymphedema in her breast. Lymphedema treatment started two years after the cancer surgery. For the first three weeks the treatments were done only with PhysioTouch. Each session lasted one hour. After the initial treatment sessions with PhysioTouch, the client reported a significant increase in comfort when completing daily tasks and felt confident to resume her exercise program. She also reported a significant improvement in her QOL.

Female client of 54 years of age who was treated for right breast cancer in May 2013 (invasive ductal carcinoma, Grade 3). Breast cancer intervention included surgery (wide local excision and full axillary clearance). Edema in the right breast was apparent immediately following surgery. Edema continued to be a persistent problem in the right breast, which increased post radiation with further blistering and hardening of the breast tissue. Discomfort around her chest was limiting her ability to complete functional task. Lymphedema treatment started in August 2015.

Client was encouraged to attend twice weekly, one-hour sessions for lymphedema treatment with PhysioTouch. PhysioTouch treatment protocol included central lymphatic drainage of the abdomen and drainage of the right breast using principles of MLD with proximal drainage first. The entire breast was treated over, including over the nipple. To reduce risk of arm lymphedema, adhesions in the right axilla were mobilized directly over with a focus on drainage of the abdomen and the swollen breast. Treatment dosage of negative pressure was increased slowly from 60mmHg up to 120mmHg with a pulsed application (2 sec on, 2 sec off) with a stationary hold technique. The client was treated in supine and in side lying.

As a result of PhysioTouch treatments, the client reported a significant increase in comfort when completing daily tasks and felt confident to resume her exercise program. She reported a significant improvement in her QOL. Shoulder ROM normalized to allow for further treatments to be completed with the arm relaxed in full abduction.

The breast had softened significantly with color beginning to fade gradually from dark brown to pink. The change in color was particularly of interest as the client reported being informed by her radiology team that the breast would remain brown considering the extent of her radiation. The change was that significant post treatment that the client booked an additional appointment with her radiologist to demonstrate the change in her breast color and ability of her breast to move on her chest wall.

Also, of interest was the palpable difference in temperature of the breast, which was palpably less warm after treatment (an observation not noticed routinely in other clients with breast lymphedema after standard MLD, and an expected result when considering that the tissues were being mobilized which would theoretically increase healthy blood flow to the area). Considering the inflammatory nature of lymphedema, further studies objectively assessing change in tissue temperature post PhysioTouch treatment in areas that are actively continuing to fibrose post radiation, would be interesting.

Observation Of Blood Inflammatory Markers In Chronic Lymphoedema

Abstract: This case observes an obese client’s blood inflammatory markers through CLT intervention, following several admissions to hospital for cellulitis and a home management model of care. PhysioTouch treatment was administered once per week. Blood tests were taken on a weekly basis via GP home visits. Trends in the blood inflammatory markers were tracked over time, inflammatory markers decreased after several weeks of conservative therapy to rise when conservative therapy was halted.

The case describes 76-year-old bed bound overweight client with secondary bilateral leg lymphoedema. Oral antibiotics and weekly injections were part of the cellulitis management plan considering several lengthy inpatient admissions in 2014 for cellulitis.

A local lymphedema therapist completed home therapy on a once a week basis. Treatment consisted of PhysioTouch assisted MLD and skin care in one-hour appointments. Blood tests were taken on a weekly basis via GP home visits. Trends in the blood inflammatory markers were tracked over time.

PhysioTouch treatment protocol included central lymphatic drainage of the abdomen and drainage of both legs using principles of Manual Lymphatic Drainage with proximal drainage first. The entire lower legs were treated over including scarring on the right ankle and areas of tissue inflammation on the anterior shins. Treatment dosage of negative pressure was increased slowly from 20mmHg up to 80mmHg with a pulsed application (2 sec on, 2 sec off) with a stationary hold technique. The client was treated in supine on her home hospital bed.

Significant changes in the inflammatory markers was noted during the therapy. ESR levels were consistently over 40 H prior to therapy intervention, reaching 22 H (normal limits 1-35) during therapy. CRP levels were consistently over 10mg/L to decline to 8.2mg/L during therapy. Due to the therapist unavailability, the therapy was halted for 2.5 weeks. Subsequent readings demonstrated that the ESR had risen to 60 H and the CRP to 16.4mg/L.

Can Early Intervention With PhysioTouch®’s Mechanical Leverage In The Functioning Of Initial Lymphatic Vessels Help Promote Long Term Physiological Homeostasis As Well As Fluid Volume Reduction In A Locally Impacted Lymphatic Territory


Abstract: Case study that investigates how adding PhysioTouch to lymphedema patient treatment affects fluid reduction. Both circumferential volume and L-Dex Bioimpedance measurements were taken. PhysioTouch was shown to create greater radial tension through to anchoring filaments to initial lymphatics (IL) than lymphatic manual drainage, thereby increasing fluid movement from the interstitium into the ILs.

Patient was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2012 and underwent mastectomy and expander placement, followed by external beam radiation therapy. At six months, expanders were replaced with implants. HR had immediate severe infection (R) implant. Implant was removed within 48 hours. IV antibiotics were administered. Two open chest incisions were surgically made to drain fluid. Drainage wounds drained for eight months. (R) UE developed Stage 2 lymphedema at onset of infection. CDT was initiated, but with minimally successful results. In 2014 Lymphoscintigraphy results revealed total obstruction of flow through axillary lymph nodes. In August 2014 HR underwent DIEP Flap surgery with Lymph Node Transfer of four nodes from abdomen to (R) axilla. Initial results of decreased (R) UE circumferential lymph volume measurements were positive. At six months post-surgery, circumferential volume reduction plateaued.

PhysioTouch was introduced into the treatment plan in January 2015. The specific effectiveness of PhysioTouch is its increased strength, greater than that of LMD (lymphatic
manual drainage), in creating radial tension through the anchoring filaments of the ILs, thereby increasing fluid movement from the Interstitium into the ILs. This success in treatment can be objectively measured by both circumferential volume using a tape measure and L-Dex BioImpedance, the latter giving a more accurate clinical picture of relative fluid volume in a limb. Based on L-Dex BioImpedance measurement, PhysioTouch introduction to the treatment plan resulted to nearly 50% reduction in the arm volume in six months.

**A Clinical Audit To Demonstrate The Use Of A Negative Pressure Device In An Mld Sequence To Improve Both Clinical and Patient Perception Treatment Outcomes**


**Abstract:** Case study that investigates how PhysioTouch in conjunction with Manual Lymphatic Drainage improves lymphatic drainage compared to RCT Bandage studies. The case showed that PhysioTouch with MLD achieved in just four days comparable change in excess limb volume being than RCT Bandage studies performed over 19 days. (Badger et al, 2000).

65-year-old lady with unilateral Primary Lymphedema. PhysioTouch was used on four consecutive days to perform the Casley-Smith MLD method. The lady completed a simple patient self-reported rating scale questionnaire on skin, tissue, visual improvement and range of movement. Limb volumes were recorded using the 4cm tape-measure technique.

The change in excess limb volume was 39% and absolute limb volume was 5%. The patient’s self-valuation showed improvement in all areas questioned and comments noted were very positive.

Overall the treatment outcomes measured showed favorable results with the change in excess limb volume being comparable to RCT Bandage studies performed over 19 days. (Badger et al, 2000). Tissues were notably softer and visually reduced in size. Range of movement and fit of clothing from a patient’s perspective were also improved. PhysioTouch was found to improve both clinical and patient perceived treatment outcomes.

**The Benefit Of One Session On A Negative Pressure Device When Used In A Manual Lymphatic Drainage (MLD) Sequence In Primary Lymphoedema**


**Abstract:** Case study that investigates how PhysioTouch in conjunction with Manual Lymphatic Drainage improves lymphatic drainage for primary lymphedema patient. After one-hour treatment, 19% of lost lymphedema was recorded using 4cm tape-measure technique. Also, based on subjective observation tissues were softer and shape improved.

A 65-year-old lady with unilateral Primary Lymphedema - stage IIb, was given a one-hour MLD session using the Casley-Smith technique with a NPD. The NPD was set at 80mmHg. Limb volume measurements using the 4cm tape-measure technique were taken and volumes were recorded in milliliters. Measurements were taken immediately before and directly after the treatment.
Actual changes in excess limb volume was measured at 198ml, which indicated that 19% of the lymphedema had been lost in only one hour. Case study concluded that introducing PhysioTouch to MLD substantially reduces the change in limb volume after just one session. Also, the patient rated the treatment very favorably and requested the continuation of future treatments with this device.

**Clinical Observation Of Postoperative Swelling Of Lower Limb Fracture**


**Objective:** To explore the clinical effect of PhysioTouch lymphatic drainage apparatus in the treatment of postoperative swelling of lower limb fracture.

**Methods:** PhysioTouch lymphatic drainage technology is a new technology that makes use of vacuum principle to precisely control the working negative pressure, pulse time and vibration, and produces negative pressure to stretch and expand the skin and subcutaneous tissue, pull the fiber filament of capillary lymphatic vessels, expand endothelial opening channel and promote blood circulation and lymphatic reflux. 72 patients with postoperative limb swelling after fracture were selected for rehabilitation treatment and were divided into treatment group and control group according to the even number of inpatient signs. There were 38 cases in the control group and 34 cases in the treatment group, with no difference in age and gender. The patients in the control group were treated with air wave pressure therapy combined with active function training and the patients in the treatment group were treated with lymphatic drainage technology combined with active function training. The two groups were treated once a day in the morning and evening and the early intervention time was 36 hours later. The degree of limb swelling before and after treatment was measured by the observation indexes five and ten days later, respectively 10 cm above the patella and 10 cm below the patella, and the intra- and inter-group comparisons were made.

**Results:** (1) compared between the two groups (P<0.05), the degree of swelling of the affected limb decreased before and after treatment in both groups, and the degree of swelling was improved, there was no significant difference between the two groups. (2) compared within the group, the degree of swelling of the affected limb decreased before and after treatment (P<0.05), indicating that the method of the two groups has a significant effect on eliminating the swelling of the affected limb.

**Conclusion:** Through the clinical effect analysis of the two groups, the methods of the two groups can reduce the postoperative limb swelling degree of lower limb fracture, can achieve the purpose of treatment. PhysioTouch technology has a good development in the field of orthopedic rehabilitation.

**A New Vacuum Suction Device For Management Of Lymphedema**


**Introduction:** Lymphedema of the extremities is a general problem for many medical conditions (post-operative, post-traumatic and after radiotherapy). Manual lymphatic drainage, intermittent pneumatic compression treatment and compression garments are used generally for management of the edema of extremities. However, the efficacy of these therapies has not been established, and depends a lot on the expertise of the caregiver. Aim of this paper is to present a new vacuum suction device for assisting in the therapy of lymphedema.
**Methods:** According to literature, increasing negative pressure of lymph capillaries, and stimulation of lymphangiomotoricity via deformation of tissues increases the lymph flow and lymph drainage. Based on this theoretical foundation, a new vacuum suction device called LymphaTouch® (HLD Healthy Life Devices Ltd, Helsinki, Finland) was developed. The device consists of a main unit and different sized treatment heads. The main unit is computer controlled which enables constant or pulsating treatment modes and measurement of changes in skin elasticity. With these properties the therapy can be optimized. Controlling the treatment intensity based on the tissue response is also possible.

**Conclusion:** During classical lymphatic drainage therapy it is difficult to control the compression and suction phase. By using this new device, the pressure conditions in the tissue will be controlled exactly. Also, the therapist induced variability will be reduced. All these facts will influence the quality of treatment. Well controlled clinical trials will be needed to document these theoretical facts.

**Management Of Post-Mastectomy Lymphoedema By Novel Vacuum Suction Device, A Case Report**


**Abstract:** Case study was performed on a 56-year-old female who had overcome mastectomy with lymph node evacuation. In 2002, lymphedema started to develop in patient’s right arm and had progressed to stage 2. The patient has received CDT annually and wears a compression sleeve.

The patient was treated with LymphaTouch. The manual part of CDT was replaced by therapy given with the LymphaTouch device, except for the handling of lymph nodes which was done manually. The patient received a series of ten treatments lasting one hour each. Arm circumference was measured before and after treatments. Whole body tissue composition was measured by InBody® 720.

InBody measurement showed 185 ml reduction in the edematous arm and whole-body fluid decreased by 900 ml (3%). Based on circumference measurement, edema reduced by 3%. The patient graded the treatment as pleasant.
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Lymphatic Touch And PhysioTouch Treatment As A Part Of Active Physiotherapy: Effect On Pain And Swelling


Abstract: The target of this study was to chart the effectiveness of Lymphatic Touch® and PhysioTouch® as part of active and conservative physiotherapy. The study focused on examining the change in pain during the treatment period and in the change in swelling. In addition, the need for pain medication and the change in the need for pain medication was defined.

As a basis for the study, preliminary research carried out in 2010 was used. The results of this previous study showed that it was justified to expand the study to this second phase. A total of 37 rehabilitation and physiotherapy professionals participated in the study in Finland. Altogether 202 patient cases were reported from different treatment areas with upper groups of leg, arm, mid-body, and the neck and shoulder area which were then divided in more detail into subgroups based on symptoms. The treatment periods and treatment session durations of the patients varied according to the real treatments.

The results have been reported from situations corresponding to heterogeneous and actual treatment situations. The changes in the VAS scale was the factor studied with the most detail in this study. The result was that the VAS change in all the patients groups was significant; 30%. The individual patient experiences of using PhysioTouch and Lymphatic Touch as part of the treatment course were primarily positive.

Influence Of Lymphatic Touch-Treatment Method For Pain And Edema In Context Of Active Physiotherapy


Abstract: A pilot study that concentrates on analyzing how Lymphatic Touch treatment influences pain and edema in conjunction with active physiotherapy. Total of 18 patients were analyzed. For some patients over 50% pain reduction was recorded.

The purpose of this study was to investigate how the introduction of a 20-minute Lymphatic Touch treatment to a standard active therapy session changes edema and pain. Pain was recorded with the standard VAS scale and edema with measurement bands, by palpation, and by visual observation. The study included 18 patients with neck-shoulder, knee, wrist, and elbow pain. Three wrist patients were excluded from data as their therapy did not include Lymphatic Touch treatment. Each patient had a doctor’s referral for active physiotherapy.

Research data from a total of 66 therapy sessions were analyzed for all the indications. Research showed that already 20-minute use of Lymphatic Touch was effective and for some patients even 50% pain reduction was recorded.

Effect Of PhysioTouch Treatment On Perception Of DOMS And Recovery After Heavy Resistance Exercise


Background: Delayed muscle soreness (DOMS) is a familiar experience for the athletes. A number of treatment strategies have been introduced to help alleviate the severity of DOMS and to speed up the recovery of the muscles, but still exercise is most effective means of
alleviating pain during DOMS. The present study was planned to investigate where the PhysioTouch treatment alleviates the severity of DOMS, speeds-up the elimination of muscle trauma and inflammatory markers and speeds-up the recovery of force production after heavy resistance exercise in recreational athletes.

**Methods:** A group of 14 recreational strength athletes performed 5 x 10 repeated maximum squat twice: with or without the PhysioTouch treatment (PTT and NOT, respectively) during four days of recovery. The maximal force production was measured with isometric leg press test and countermovement jump before and after the squat exercise and during four days of recovery. Furthermore, muscle trauma and inflammatory markers were measured before and after the squat exercise and four days during the recovery. The blood markers were leukocytes, CK, LDH, Mb, CRP and cortisol. Subjective perception of DOMS was rated on a visual analog scale from 0 to 100 mm.

**Results:** Maximal isometric force and the height of countermovement jump decreased significantly (P<0.001) but no significant difference was observed between NOT and PPT. Subjective perception of DOMS increased significantly after the squat exercise (P <0.001) and reached the highest value two days after exercise. DOMS was significantly lower in PTT than not three days after squat exercise (P<0.05). All blood markers except CRP increased significantly during squat exercise but there were no significant differences between PTT and NOT (P<0.05).

**Conclusion:** The result of this study indicate that PTT decreased the perception of DOMS after a strenuous squat exercise in recreational strength athletes. However, PTT did not speed up the elimination of muscle trauma markers after squat exercise and PTT did not influence on the recovery of force production in athletes who were to strength training.

---

**Lymphatic Therapy Using Negative Pressure, A Clinical Study With The LymphaTouch Device**


**Abstract:** A clinical study comparing lymphatic therapy administered on breast cancer lymphedema patients with a negative pressure device to manual lymph drainage (MLD) therapy. Aim was also to verify the physiological effects of LymphaTouch therapy in swollen tissue and to establish the safety of lymphatic therapy administered with the LymphaTouch device. Research showed that LymphaTouch reduced over 3x more limb volume than MLD. Also, patient degree of disability (DASH) reduced by 30% and Quality of Life (FACT-B) improved by 14%.

The study consisted of 13 female patients, seven treated with LymphaTouch and six with MLD (Vodder method). Each patient had undergone mastectomy involving removal of the axillary lymph nodes, and been diagnosed with lymphedema of an upper extremity as a result. Both patient groups were treated 10 times by the same therapist. Total treatment time was 90 minutes, out of which 60 minutes was used for lymphatic therapy. The treatment also included arm measurements and standard compression bandaging. The only difference between the two groups was the type of lymphatic therapy administered, either MLD or LymphaTouch. The study was funded by European Union.

The results of the treatment were measured using various methods, including volumetric limb measurement, limb circumference, MRI measurement of limb volume, tissue stiffness, and body composition analysis (InBody). Additionally, patient degree of disability was assessed using FACT-B and Quality of Life using DASH questionnaires.

The study results showed significant improvement using LymphaTouch over MLD for both objective and subjective measurements. MRI measurement showed over 3x improvement in limb volume reduction (2% MLD vs. 7% LymphaTouch) and skin stiffness was improved by over 4x (2% MLD vs. 9% LymphaTouch). Patient's quality of life was improved nearly 3x
more for LymphaTouch group of patients (5% MLD vs. 14% LymphaTouch). While MLD showed no change for degree of disability, LymphaTouch group reported over 30% reduction (0% MLD vs. 30% LymphaTouch).
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The Effects of LymphaTouch-Treatment Method After Ankle Sprain


Abstract: The purpose of this thesis was to provide a protocol for the use of the LymphaTouch treatment method in the aftercare of a sprained ankle for a case study. Another purpose was to consider other possible uses of the device in podiatry. The thesis was carried out in cooperation with LymphaTouch, a Finnish healthcare technology company.

Ankle sprain is one of the most common musculoskeletal injury, and we wanted to explore possible new ways to improve its rehabilitation. In our work, we used upper and lower ankle joint mobility and ankle circumference as measurements.

Based on our theoretical knowledge, we designed a protocol to treat ankle sprain and selected appropriate gauges for it.

The Effect Of The LymphaTouch® Treatment Method On Recovery After Heavy Hypertrophic Resistance Exercise.


Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate whether LymphaTouch® treatment speeds up the recovery after heavy hypertrophic resistance training with men doing recreational strength training. This thesis was part of the LymphaTouch 2013-project which was implemented in cooperation with the Research Institute of Olympic Sports (KIHU), HLD Healthy Life Devices Oy and the University of Jyväskylä. The aim of the study was to gain reliable research data on the impact of LymphaTouch® treatment. The purpose of this thesis was to determine the impact of the LymphaTouch® treatment and the function of the lymphatic system. In this study, recovery was examined based on the muscle trauma and inflammation markers in the blood samples, force production and subjective recovery sensations. In addition, swelling of the lateral thigh muscle was examined by using ultrasound.

14 recreational athletes completed two research weeks. During one week, they were treated with LymphaTouch® device according to a strict recovery protocol after resistance training for three recovery days. On the fourth recovery day, only recovery measurements were performed. During the other week, the subjects did not receive any treatment. Hence, each subject also had the role of being a control subject and their recovery was compared between two weeks. The order of the weeks was randomized so that seven subjects received treatment on the first research week and remaining seven subjects on the second week.

The results of this study indicated that LymphaTouch® treatment did not speed up the elimination of muscle trauma or inflammation markers. The muscle trauma marker creatinine kinase (CK) was even higher on the third recovery day of the treatment weeks. However, the subject had less delayed muscle soreness (DOMS) and they felt more recovered during the treatment week. The treatment did not influence on the force production, and no explanations could be found for the athletes’ personal recovery sensations.
Perceived Recovery Of American Football Players After Lymphatouch® Treatment


Abstract: The aim of this study was to examine if Lymphatouch® treatment method, which activates the superficial lymphatic capillary network, is suitable for the American football players’ recovery between practices. There was a need for this kind of study because more knowledge about the possibilities of Lymphatouch® treatment method is needed. The cooperation partners in our thesis were HLD Healthy Life Devices Oy, the developers of Lymphatouch® treatment method and Kir-Fix Oy who lent us the Lymphatouch® equipment. In addition, Vantaa TAFT was our cooperation partner and our study sample consisted of eight of the team’s players. The treatment period was executed in April and May 2013 and the treatment was given in the team’s sport stadium facilities after practices. The suitability of Lymphatouch® treatment method was estimated by players after the treatment: they compared their recovery after Lymphatouch® and without it.

Both quantitative and qualitative methods were used in this study. The material was collected by using questionnaires.

The results of this study showed that especially experiencing muscle stiffness but also muscle soreness decreased among players after Lymphatouch® treatment compared to recovery without treatment. The treatment did not seem to have any effect on performance. According to most players Lymphatouch® treatment is suitable for enhancing recovery.

The results of this study are quite promising but because of the small study sample the results can’t be generalized. These results can be utilized by the users of Lymphatouch®, for example podiatrists, physiotherapists and lymph therapists.

Effect Of Lymphatouch System Activation In Athletes’ Recovery


The aim of this study was to gather information of the positive effects of using lymphatic system activation for athletes recovery from daily training. Test subjects were athletes from Finnish junior and A-national team of Nordic combined. The activation of lymphatic system was done with Lymphatouch® device using recovery treatment protocol. The results of this study are based on subjective experience of test subjects. Purpose of this study was to give new information about using Lymphatouch® in sports for study commissioner, HLD Ltd.

Quantitative research method was used in this research. During the intervention, test subjects were answering to questionnaire for their daily experience of training strain, recovery and their subjective benefits from the treatment. The test subjects were 15-21-year-old active national team level athletes. The intervention was carried out on the Finnish national teams last training camp preparing them for the season.

The results of this research show that the athletes felt the recovery treatment with Lymphatouch® device benefited their training with better recovery.

Is Lymphatouch Treatment Effective For Shin-Splint? A Quantitative Study On Patients’ Experience


Abstract: The purpose of this thesis was to determine how Lymphatouch® treatment...
effects on anterior leg pain and physical exercise among research group. The aim of the study was to examine, whether research persons leg pain was reduced and whether their moving ability was increased during the treatment. Pain was evaluated during palpation, walking, running and on rest. Moving ability was examined by person’s subjective disadvantage to exercise caused by shin splint, and by painless walking and running distance. The aim was also to gather experience of LympaTouch® treatment on general level.

Twenty research persons received six LymphaTouch® treatments in period of three weeks, all with identical treatment procedure. The measurements for the study were made just before the first, and after the last treatment. The instrument for this trial was developed based on previous studies and theory. NRS-scale was used for measuring pain. Research group consisted of women and men, aged mostly from 18 to 30. Persons exercised regularly and suffered from anterior leg pain, which was increased after exercise and had existed at least a week.

When compared the means of existing pain, there was reduction on every measured aspect, especially in cases of pain on rest and during running. Disadvantage to exercise caused by shin splint, was reduced. Painless walking distance was increased among 40 %, and painless running distance among 25 % of research persons. 65 % of research persons told that they experienced at least a little help from LymphaTouch® treatments as 10 % told they received no help at all.

The trial suggests that there might be use for LymphaTouch® treatment in care of shin splints though further study should be made with larger research group and more controlled trial.

**The Effectiveness Of LymphaTouch-Treatment In Carpal Tunnel Syndrome**


**Abstract:** The purpose of this study was to determine effectiveness of LymphaTouch® treatment in Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.

The study subjects were applied by advertisement and private persons who had very likely the carpal tunnel syndrome were included in the study. Ten study subjects were participating in this study, and six of them had the treatment in both wrists. Therefore, the sample size of this study was 16 wrists (n=16). Seven wrists were diagnosed by a doctor.

LymphaTouch® treatment was given six times to the study subjects with model of carpal tunnel treatment. Treatment was given 2-3 times a week on average. In first and last course of treatment the study subjects filled the initial and the final questionnaires and they were tested with the initial and the final measurements. After three weeks from the last course of treatment the study subjects filled another final questionnaire. The effect of treatment to the symptoms and hand function were determined in questionnaires and measurements. In questionnaires the study subjects evaluated the volume of symptoms with visual analogue scale. Hand function was measured with Jamar the hand grip strength meter, Pinch the thumb opposition strength meter, goniometer and Phalen’s, Tinel’s and Tetron’s provocative tests. Numeric study material was analyzed by counting arithmetic means and ranges. Open questions were analyzed by itemizing the contents.

LymphaTouch® treatment effected individually and the differences in treatment effects between the study subjects were high. LymphaTouch® treatment reduced experienced symptoms (50 %) and hand function improved on average except hand grip strength. In addition the degree of disability to symptoms in daily living reduced (51 %).

LymphaTouch® treatment reduced the symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome and improved
the hand function at least in short-term. Lymphatouch® treatment is worth of trying as alternative conservative treatment. More research is needed because the sample size of this study was small.

"Witnessing a patient improve to the extent that they do after Lymphatouch® treatment continues to impress me every time."

Justine Whitaker, Director Northern Lymphology Ltd.
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One of the most neglected systems of the body is the Lymphatic System. Despite the lymphatic system’s function to clear all the toxins and impurities in the body and to maintain pressure in the system, it is only recently getting the attention it deserves. The lymphatic system absorbs fluid, macromolecules, microorganisms, toxins, waste products and foreign substances from the interstitial tissue. Numerous substances (electrolytes, proteins, hormones, toxins, debris) and immuno-competent cells (lymphocytes, macrophages) pass through the regional lymph nodes, where this fluid is filtered, purified and concentrated. Scar tissue, increased muscle-connective tissue thickening, and dense fibrosis are factors that can lead to poor lymph drainage and poor treatment outcomes.

A patient’s history will help you determine if the lymph system has been compromised. Common symptoms that suggest the lymphatic system needs specific treatment include bursting pains, tightness or tension, limb heaviness, cramps, pins and needles, decreased skin and joint mobility, increased limb circumference (fatigue). The most common noninvasive treatment technique is hands-on manual therapy providing gentle, light-touch to influence the whole body. However, with the popularity of super-pulsed laser (MultiRadiance), and now the negative pressure (decompression) devices such as LymphaTouch, it is well within the scope of the Chiropractic clinic to offer these patients another therapy option. Using a machine rather than ‘touch lymph’ drainage can influence acute and chronic inflammation, tissue engorgement, plugged ducts, wounds, fissures, ulcerations, bruises and dermatitis (eczema). I especially like the device for pre- and post-surgical cases, scars, and other post-trauma cases.

With our increased awareness of the fascial system it’s important to note that new lymph vessels cannot grow through scar tissue or fibrosed tissues. Cupping, which has become very popular, only offers static negative pressure against the skin in a very local area. The use of a negative pressure device like the LymphaTouch allows gliding along the skin from ‘foot to face’, which can facilitate and stimulate the natural peristaltic contractions of the two to three layers of muscles located along the lymphatic pathways, also called lymphangions (Mislin, 1961).

Many therapies are designed to remove stagnating fluid, toxins, and wastes, all of which will be drained through the flow of lymph. If you follow the biohacking community, there is an ever increasing discussion about our ‘toxic load’ from the environment, poor food choices, metabolic waste, after-exercise overload, lactic acid build up, etc. Some of the approaches biohackers use include cryogenic chambers, ice baths, or cold showers. These are all meant to have patients feel invigorated. Other treatments include vibration plates (improves blood flow), and red (infrared and laser) lights to stimulate your mitochondria.

Anything that we can do as practitioners to enhance the flow of lymph via its passagethrough lymphatic nodes, will allow the body to generate production of more lymphocytes to reinforce the immune response and accelerate contact antibodies/foreign substances. Throughout the course of my day as a hands-on practitioner I often feel like I am moving trapped fluids around. The use of LymphaTouch as a stand alone or in combination with ‘super-pulsed laser therapy’ can reach trapped and excess fluid directly under the skin. The immediate goal of treatment is softening of the tissues and reduction in the fluid.
References:


Dr. Jeffrey Tucker, DC

Dr. Tucker’s interest in putting together the arts and science of Pilates, yoga, stretching, medicine balls, stability balls, rubber tubing, balancetraining, chi gong, weight training, cardio training, endurance training, diet, chiropractic, performance enhancement, muscle and massage therapy, has been evolving for more than 30 years.

Dr. Tucker completed Chiropractic training at Los Angeles College of Chiropractic. He has a post graduate Diplomate degree in Rehabilitation and is certified in chiropractic spinal trauma. He is a past-president of the Santa Monica Chiropractic Society. Dr. Tucker is the current president of the American Chiropractic Association Rehabilitation Council. He is a member of the California Chiropractic Association and the American Chiropractic Association. He won a KARMA award and was named Chiropractor of the Year from the Los Angeles Alternative Medicine group. He is the designated and selected Chiropractor for The Massage Therapy Center in Los Angeles. He is author of numerous articles and publications on soft tissue injuries. He has been in continuous active practice for the past 30 years in the west Los Angeles area. He has completed advanced education and clinical training in rehabilitation, sports medicine, nutrition, and functional exercise training.

Dr. Tucker continues teaching other doctors speaking on biohacking, exercise as medicine and current treatments to other Doctors around the country. He teaches post graduate training in the cervical spine, lumbar spine and temporomandibular joints (TMJ). His practice includes chiropractic, postural assessment-conditioning, gait analysis, therapeutic exercise, and muscle/soft tissue therapy.

Dr. Tucker serves the communities of Santa Monica, West Los Angeles, Beverly Hills, Marina del Ray, Encino, Brentwood and Los Angeles.
Erja Kouri & Monica Ebneth-Pihlaniemi - Efficient Therapy Together With Active Exercising

We have used LymphaTouch in physiotherapy from 2010 as a part of therapy in musculoskeletal disorders, pain and fascial therapy, scars, and pre- and postoperative treatments of swelling.

Musculoskeletal disorders make up a large area of our physiotherapy practice. One part of this includes treating joint related pain disorders and the loss of mobility in acute and chronic phase in order to reduce pain, swelling and improve the range of motion. Proper functioning of the lymphatic system is critical to our body’s ability to regenerate tissue and recover optimally. Following traumas and sport injuries, for example ankle sprains, LymphaTouch treatment should be started as soon as possible and done preferably on daily basis for good treatment results and optimal recovery.

Our physiotherapy practice uses LymphaTouch also for pre- and postoperative treatments. One of our suggestions is a preoperative treatment one day before the operation. In case of our clients, these operations mostly include knee, hip or shoulder operations. Scar treatment consists of several treatment techniques and it is started after the stitches have been removed. Scars with poor mobility are sometimes treated even months after the operation.

Fascial treatments are one important part of manual therapy techniques and LymphaTouch is a great device for fascial system treatment combined with manual therapy. The device helps to reduce pain through fascial stretch and decompression of tissues; this is achieved through a suction combined with an upward lifting movement and rotation. With its really sensitive measures, LymphaTouch works extremely well also with low decompression and is often the best way to start fascial treatment as well as to help balancing recovery in sport injuries. In soft tissue problems, LymphaTouch gives a good pain reduction and it works efficiently together with active rehabilitation and training.

We recommend LymphaTouch for physiotherapists, who work frequently with musculoskeletal disorders, active rehabilitation after operations, sport injuries and traumas where swelling and scar tissue is an everyday problem.

Mike Voight & Ashley Campbell – Powerful Tool In A Toolbox For Hip Patients

At Nashville Hip Institute we have found the LymphaTouch to be a very valuable modality for decreasing soft tissue pain and dysfunction. It is very common for our hip patients to have quite a lot of soft tissue pain both near and distal to the hip joint and the LymphaTouch allows us to decompress and/or desensitize the tissues allowing for improved mobility and better neuromuscular activation. We are very excited to have this powerful tool added to our toolbox!

Mike Voight
PT, DHSc, SCS, OCS, ATC, CSCS, FAPTA

Ashley Campbell
Director of Rehabilitation, PT, DPT, SCS, CSCS
Leena Vallin – Excellent Tool For Comprehensive Care


Leena Vallin, yours truly, is a nurse and entrepreneur but also the only person working at the company. I’m a nurse who is specialized in internal medicine surgery with working experience of 30 years in health care. I have finished my degree in Pain Management Expertise in JAMK University of Applied Sciences in 2000-2002. I graduated as a lymphatic therapist in 2009 when I also purchased my very first LymphaTouch device. Since then, I’ve used it every day with every single of my patients in treating both pain and swelling. It is impossible to count the hours used with the device anymore! Number of patients has been more over 900 treatment sessions per year at best. But now I’ve been consciously trying to reduce the number of patients.

LymphaTouch device is an excellent tool for comprehensive body care. Device works as a third hand of a nurse/therapist. It helps gently to treat tissues and structures that would be hard to reach with own hands (e.g. suboccipital muscles, intercostal muscles and joint spaces). However, it is important to understand some physiology, anatomy and biochemistry to justifiably support body functions with the device and choose proper settings and pressure values for treated area.

LymphaTouch helps me to activate tissue metabolism, mobilize skin, connective tissue and muscles and treat joints and fibrotic tissue easily and effectively. Negative pressure is gentler way to treat sensitive and fragile skin compared to hands. In terms of neuropathic pain, negative pressure might be the only method that painful area can tolerate without pain increasing unbearable. LymphaTouch is a game changer is reducing swelling. I can activate lymphatic system fast and effectively by pulling the tissue. I can redirect fluid with negative pressure according to watersheds. Negative pressure combined with high frequency vibration soften up and break fibrotic tissue, developed by swelling, better than manual treatment. LymphaTouch treatment is cost-effective, since LymphaTouch treatment fastens up the results of the treatments and shortens up treatment sessions.

I use LymphaTouch for acute (e.g. sprains, ruptures, bruises, postoperative pain, acute muscle related pain etc) and chronic pain (MSD, rheumatic pain, arthrosis pain, cancer related pain, metabolic diseases, diabetic neuropathy, CRPS etc.) management. Most of my patients are affected by lymphedema as a result of mechanical dysfunction of lymphatic system after cancer surgery or radiation, and also lipedema patients.

I recommend LymphaTouch-device for all therapists who deal with body care in their work.

Leena Vallin, Nurse, Specialist in Pain Management, CLT, Entrepreneur
Sairaanoitopalvelu-Leena
www.sairaanhoitopalveluleena.com
leena.vallin@pp.inet.fi
Improving Veteran’s lives with LymphaTouch

Our national and global security is both essential and complex. Striving for peace and protection requires our service men and women to put themselves in situations which sometimes leave them with complex medical needs. When this does occur, it is essential to have the best medical care and equipment available to enable them to rehabilitate swiftly and remain in their own setting, reducing hospital admission and length of stay.

I have used LymphaTouch for 5 years within the veteran community and have managed to do exactly this. As well as the above mentioned, LymphaTouch has dramatically reduced tissue congestion, reduced swelling and inflammation, improved quality of life and reduced the number of episodes of cellulitis (tissue infection). Not only does it benefit the patient but also the therapist as prior to the LymphaTouch, manual work with hands was required and this takes its toll over time. It is a treatment that allows continuity of care between practitioners without compromising the quality of treatment delivered.

Upon discussing the use of the LymphaTouch with a Veteran who is receiving treatment with this device, he said...

“It gives me confidence knowing something can be done with lasting effects. It means I can continue on a daily basis and.... live a life” Veteran - UK

Mrs Justine C Whitaker MSc, RN, Director & Nurse Consultant - Northern Lymphology Ltd

Northern Lymphology
The Forest of Bowland Treatment Centre

uclan
University of Central Lancashire

Director & Nurse Consultant

Senior Lecturer
Faculty of Health

Lead Lymph Specialist

20-01-2019
Mrs Justine C Whitaker
Director and Nurse C

Dunnox Hall,
Nr Clitheroe, Lancashire
Natalie Perkins – From Big Hesitation To Great Impression

I am a physiotherapist with an additional degree in exercise physiology with nearly 30 years of experience almost exclusively in the treatment of musculoskeletal conditions.

I have travelled the world with a sport team for a decade, been involved with the treatment of Olympic athletes, professional football players, elite gymnasts, high level rugby players, low level soccer players and nursing home patients and assisted mums, dads, kids and grandparents with their pain and dysfunction so I’ve pretty much treated the full spectrum of the community and until recently I relied on my hands….and my hands alone.

Over the course of my career I have trialed a number of various therapeutic devices, all promising miracle cures for my patients with the touch of a button but, whilst a number of them did indeed have a positive therapeutic effect, they were never able to achieve the same results as I could achieve with my own hands……until I discovered the LymphaTouch.

I was shown the LymphaTouch by a colleague (the Director of Rehabilitation Services at a world renowned hospital) and on initial glance was not impressed. It looked like it was just a fancy, westernised form of Chinese cupping (which I had used previously in my career with some good effect but again, found better results with my own 10 digits with the added value of not leaving alien love-bite marks on my clients). More out of politeness and respect for my colleague, I agreed to trial the device as he was interested in my professional opinion and I suspect quietly smug that he knew, despite my well known distain for “toys” that I was going to be impressed. He was not wrong!

I was able to assess the soft tissue of the next few clients before and after the application of the LymphaTouch and had to reluctantly but excitedly concede that the device had indeed made a significant difference to the activity of the tissue. More than anything however I was impressed at how the result was achieved without any form of discomfort to the patient. Many times the manual soft tissue releases I have performed were incredibly effective but unfortunately also highly uncomfortable for the patient. I always maintained that if I could somehow achieve the same results that my hands did without the pain of treatment then I have hit the jackpot. With the LymphaTouch I have pretty much done just that.

I now have a team of staff, all of whom fight each other for possession of the LymphaTouch on a daily basis and, as a clinical educator for final year physiotherapy students from both Australia and the USA, each of them has left their clinical placement with me with the goal of getting a LymphaTouch into the first clinic they work is so that they can continue to provide clients with the same great results that they were achieving on their clinical placement. The application of the LymphaTouch is not only an asset for patient care (always the primary objective in my mind) but also alleviates stresses on the hands of the therapist. My hands wish I had discovered this device years ago and whilst it cannot reverse the arthritic changes that have already occurred in my fingers, it most certainly will minimise further deterioration and already has reduced the pain I previously experienced on a daily basis.

My single greatest criticism of the LymphaTouch is that previously patients would be in awe of the relief that my hands
would give their aching bodies. They would tell me how amazing and skilled I was. Now they
tell me how clever the LymphaTouch is and how much they love IT! The true genius of this
device is that even the worst manual therapist will still get fantastic outcomes using a
LymphaTouch!

Natalie Perkins
Principal physiotherapist
Bodyworks consulting
Australia

Peetu Lehmus – Extra Boost For Athlete Rehabilitation

Olen käyttänyt LymphaTouch® -laitetta noin puoli vuotta yksityisellä fysioterapian
vastaanotolalla, jossa valtaosa asiakkaista on urheilijoita. Käyttötarkoitus on ollut pääasiassa
urheiluvammat jänne- ja nivelalueet sekä lihasrepeämät, mutta myös lymfakierroksen häiriöt
sekä palautuminen. Laite on käytössä viikoittain kuntoutuksen ja hoidon tukena.

LymphaTouch® -alipainehoito on ollut toimiva hoitomuoto heti akuutin tulehdusvaiheen
jälkeen aina kuntoutuksen loppuun niin kivunlievityksessä, turvotuksen poistossa ja
vamman paranemisessa. Toki tutkittua faktaa kaipaa lisää omien kokemusten tueksi.

LymphaTouch® -laite on erittäin helppokäyttöinen selkeällä näytöllä ja ohjeilla. Säädöt ovat
kaikki nopeasti ja helposti samaan aikaan saatavilla.

I have used LymphaTouch® for six months. I work as a physiotherapist in my own practice
where I work mostly with athletes. I have used LymphaTouch® for sports injuries (specially
tendon and joint related) but also for muscle injuries, lymphatic problems and recovery

treatment. Device is used weekly to give extra boost in rehabilitation and treatments.

LymphaTouch® negative pressure is very capable treatment from after acute inflammation
until the end of the rehab. It works for pain relief, increasing lymph circulation and injuries.
More scientific facts still needed to support own experiences.

LymphaTouch® is very easy to use, simple with good instructions. You can adjust everything
from pressure to pulsation quickly at the same time - easily.


Peetu Lehmus
PT, Athletic trainer
Axis Fysio – A Great Tool In Lymph Therapy

PhysioTouch® a tool in lymph therapy and osteopathy

Axis fysios staff were among the first users of PhysioTouch® and they are still using it for lymph therapy, osteopathy and physiotherapy. Good treatment outcomes encourages them to keep on using the device.

Tuija Nikula, Tanja Helaakoski and Minna Karvinen founded the company Axis fysio together in 2008. Axis fysio operates in the center of Turku offering physiotherapy, lymph therapy and osteopathic treatments. They are specialized in musculoskeletal disorders, edema treatment and preventive care.

Their first PhysioTouch® device was bought in 2009 and has since then been used in Axis fysio. They were PhysioTouch® pioneers. Tuija decided to buy the device to reduce her own workload. Axis fysio has been cooperating closely with Healthy Life Devices regarding research and product development. As an example Tuija made the treatments in the study Lymphatic therapy using negative pressure / A clinical study with the LymphaTouch® device Vuorinen et al. That was made in cooperation with Kuopio University Hospital and University of Eastern Finland.

PhysioTouch treatment for different conditions
Tuija treats cancer patients, trauma patients and patients who have undergone surgery. She takes care of the lymphatic patients and she has a strong background in the lymph therapy field. She sees PhysioTouch® as a great tool for lymph therapy. She points out that the device works on a lot more than just lymphatic conditions.

The amount of device assisted lymph therapy have increased during the years. Today Tuija uses the device for the majority of the time of a treatment. The good results keep on convincing her that a bigger part of the treatment should be done with the device. Tuija comments:

INTERVIEW AXIS FYSIO

Axis was established in 2008. And they have three establisher works working there.

• Tuija Nikula is a rehabilitation assistant and lymphatic therapist. She has been an entrepreneur since 1979.
• Tanja Helaakoski is a physiotherapist and osteopath (University of Applied science)
• Minna Karvinen is a physiotherapist and osteopath (University of Applied science)

Axis oy
Aninkaistenkatu 14 B 31, 20100 Turku
www.axisfysio.fi
- I receive faster the results I want. Thanks to the device I might see the result after the first treatment session, when working manually would take me 2-3 treatment sessions reaching the same results.

Tanja Helaakoski’s main customer group consists of patients suffering from musculoskeletal diseases. Tanja uses the device as part of her manual treatments and thinks PhysioTouch® is a good tool to assist her manual treatment. PhysioTouch® is a great tool when treating, fascia, spinal and joint areas. She also uses it for treatment of the ribcage. The time of device assisted therapy wearies between a couple of minutes to twenty minutes of the whole therapy time. PhysioTouch® also often works as a pretreatment for other treatments.

**Customers are aware and know where to get the PhysioTouch® treatment**

In Turku area the device is already known among patients and among doctors. Customers know to ask for PhysioTouch® therapy and the awareness among doctors is also seen to increase. Customers are telling that they get a multiple help from the negative pressure treatment. The Axis Fysio staff have also been satisfied with the results and Tuja comments:  
- The device has diversified my work and brought more customers. Tuja experiences that PhysioTouch is a remarkable tool for her in her own job.  
- PhysioTouch is irreplaceable for me and I would not replace it for any price.

**PHYSIOTOUCH® IN LYMPHATIC THERAPY**

The most important function of the lymphatic system is to keep the colloid osmotic pressure in the interstitial space low by transporting away the plasma proteins. The lymphatic system also transports dead cell rests, inflammation cells, bacteria’s, extra fat cells etc. away from the interstitial space. Removal of the proteins and reduction of inflammation in an early stage reduces the possible risks on target organs and further complications.

One of the main functions of manual Bymph therapy is to invigorate the lymphatic flow and reduce edema. Manual therapy consist of mild constant end rhythmical grips which activates the contraction of the lymphatic trunks.

The PhysioTouch® treatment activates the superficial pars of the lymphatic system stretching the anchor filaments which widens the endothelial holes of the lymph capillaries and enables the cell rests and lymph to flow into the lymph capillaries and improves the lymphatic circulation. The PhysioTouch makes a horizontal and vertical movement of the tissue which makes it possible for bigger sized particles and proteins to get into the lymphatic system and there by transported away from the interstitial space with the lymphatic system. The PhysioTouch is also very helpful treating lymphedema patients and fibrotic tissue which have occurred because of long term edema and changes of the tissue circulation.

The most important function of the lymphatic system is to keep the colloid osmotic pressure in the interstitial space low by transporting away the plasma proteins. The lymphatic system also transports dead cell rests, inflammation cells, bacteria’s, extra fat cells etc. away from the interstitial space. Removal of the proteins and reduction of inflammation in an early stage reduces the possible risks on target organs and further complications.
When needed, Päivi Tolppanen has always been able to rely on others. Now she has also PhysioTouch® to help her.

Päivi Tolppanen bought her company Hyvinkäää fysioterapia two years ago. Since then she has worked both as a manager and an employee in her own company. The company staff includes five physiotherapists, one part time occupational therapist and a secretary. Päivi practices physiotherapy and lymph therapy, and she has specialized in the rehabilitation neurological and of severely disabled adults.

The objective of her company is to provide physical therapy in a uniform fashion and abide the industry’s codes of ethics. Hyvinkäää fysiotherapy Ltd. provides physical therapy services both at their home office, as well as make home visits to their clients’ homes. All the physiotherapists make home visits at least once a week.

Getting Rid of Joint and Muscle Stiffness

The PhysioTouch® treatment method was introduced to the Hyvinkäää fysioterapia’s therapist about a year ago. Before purchasing the device herself, Päivi had already been accustomed to the PhysioTouch® treatment method through the Paralympic team.

These days all the physiotherapists at Hyvinkäää fysioterapia use PhysioTouch®. The device is used to treat neurological clients and customers suffering from edema caused by hemiparesis PhysioTouch® is also very suitable for the treatment of spasticity and rigidity. The treatment relaxes the muscles so that the manual therapy becomes easier to perform. PhysioTouch® is utilized as a part of fascia and tight tendon area treatments.

Customers suffering from breast cancer benefit from PhysioTouch® treatments, which decrease fascia and scar tissue induced tensions. The device gets
particular praise from breast cancer patient in the treatment of scar and in increasing limb mobility. The clientele also includes post-surgical indications, which have shown good results after PhysioTouch® treatment.

In functional ankle related problems, PhysioTouch® has found its place as a proprioceptive activator, and when combined to a vibrating board, it offers an effective way of facilitating gate training. PhysioTouch® treatment method can be used to activate metabolism in the joints and removing harmful proteins, inflammation and swelling factors.
- We see PhysioTouch® as a new tool, which allows us to treat our customers more extensively.

Neural tissue refers to nerve fibers and the structures immediately surrounding them. Such as connective tissue membranes, blood vessels and lymph vessels. Neural tissue is closely connected to other features of the body, such as muscle activity, lymph vessels and fascial structure.

Under normal conditions, neural tissue can move freely between muscles, bones and various types of connective tissue membranes. Such as fasciae. The normal movement of nerve tissue may become limited as a result of restricted joint mobility or muscle tightness, causing symptoms such as radiating pain. When a nerve is constantly compressed or stretched, the transport of nutrients inside it is impaired, increased secretion of causing inflammation mediators. The

PhysioTouch® treatment method can be used to release tissue structures and restore normal function to the neural tissue. At the same time, metabolic activity in the surrounding tissue is stimulated so that harmful particles are removed from the target area.
Testimonial with medical device Lymphathouch, model LT-01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where</td>
<td>University Hospital &quot;Queen Jovanna&quot;, Sofia Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period of trial</td>
<td>6 weeks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who used it</td>
<td>Dr. Stoyka Radeva MD, PhD, Physiotherapist</td>
<td>Chief of the Clinic physical and rehabilitation medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient pathology (indications)</td>
<td>patients with edema and/or scars</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
<td>combined</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>8-10-1 min</td>
<td>10 procedures/per patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td>All patients got improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A clinical trial with Lymphathouch LT-01 was made for six weeks in the Clinic for Rehabilitation Medicine at University Hospital "Queen Jovanna"-Sofia, Bulgaria. The trial included 12 patients in two groups: with postoperative scars and post-traumatic swellings. The first group the patients included 5 women at age 28-35 years, the second group - 3 men and 3 women, the youngest being 28 years old, the oldest - 64 years. One of the patients, who was operated for lateral malleolus fracture with implanted osteosynthesis had a post-operative swelling and a scar, so he was included in both groups.

The results of the treatment with LT-01 were positive for all the patients.

The patients of the group with post-fracture swellings receiving lymphatic drainage with LT-01 were pleased to get fast reduced edema, it helped to increase the volume of the movements and reduction of the pain. Patients'
response was that the procedure was pleasant and reported subjective improvement immediately after it.

The treatment technique was combined negative pressure and vibration, total 10 procedures, 15 min each.

As reference comprehension of the results we made measurements of the circumference of the contra-lateral limb. There was no difference between the treated (injured) limb and the healthy limb.

The patients were treated following the regular clinical protocol electro physiotherapy treatment, cryo-massage and analytical gymnastics.

The second group – treatment of post operative scars we used LT-01 within 8-10 min, knitting technique, 10 procedures per patient. During the treatment two of the patients reported that they feel pain in the treated zone, but it was tolerable. The other patients also reported of temporary discomfort during procedures. Besides that, they all continued the treatment as mono-therapy. There was noticeable hyperaemia and improved elasticity of the skin after the procedure. As a result of the therapy, we conclude that all patients got improvement – smoothening of the scar, better elasticity and resilience of the skin under the scar.

Lymphatouch L-01 is very convenient for work and has considerable impact the manual techniques of deep massage. We esteem that the good results in the treatment of our patient is the synergy effect of combined manual and LT-01 treatment.

LT-01 is very intuitive and user friendly piece of equipment.

The procedures were performed by: ........................................
Ivelina Alexandrova
physiotherapist

Chief of the Clinic for physical and rehabilitation medicine:...................
Dr, Stoyka Radeva, MD, PhD
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Susan’s Story – The Impact Of Lymphedema

“I’m Not That Sickly Person Anymore!” A Cancer Survivor’s Extraordinary Rejuvenation Thanks to LymphaTouch

The Impact of Lymphedema

Seven years ago, a fall on a patch of ice changed Susan’s life forever. Before that incident, Susan enjoyed an active lifestyle just outside Toronto, with a career in the fashion industry, and a thriving young family. “I considered myself fit and healthy,” she said. “I took pride in that.” Everything changed after the fall. Although it didn’t injure her too badly, the x-rays she got in the hospital revealed a much more serious problem: breast cancer.

A year of battling the illness with harsh chemo and radiation therapy finally culminated in a complete mastectomy of her right breast. The drastic treatment worked. Susan was cancer-free. But another diagnosis followed shortly thereafter – lymphedema.

To remove Susan’s breast, her surgeons also had to remove some of the lymph nodes under her right arm. These nodes help to filter and circulate lymph fluid around the body, which is critical for clearing away debris, and warding off infections. Without these lymph nodes, a reservoir of lymph built around Susan’s arm. The arm swelled up, and became extremely vulnerable to infection. “It was like a handicap,” Susan said. “I hated it. My arm ballooned, the skin looked off, and I couldn’t lift more than five pounds with it.”

Susan’s condition also came with serious risks. Three or four times a year, her arm would inflame with cellulitis – a potentially life-threatening infection of the skin. The condition requires immediate hospitalization, and a strong battery of antibiotics. The repeated experiences made Susan miserable. Her frequent hospitalizations also started to affect her career. Susan had to miss important business trips to New York City. She couldn’t reliably keep appointments.

Worse, her friends didn’t understand it. They didn’t grasp the underlying causes behind Susan’s illness. “They couldn’t understand that these flare-ups were mostly out of my control,” Susan said.

Even her husband and son, who she could always count on for support, had started to see her differently. Susan noticed a new note in their relationship – pity. Instead of the lively, vivacious professional she used to be, now she seemed like a frail, sickly woman. This was devastating for her. “I hated being seen that way, as ‘the sick person,’” she said. “That’s not who I am. Certainly not who I want to be.”

Years of battling the disease, of exhausting trips to the hospital every quarter, finally came to a head two years ago. A new bout of cellulitis struck her arm – this one much worse than the others. Clinical staff could not reduce the swelling. The bacteria in her skin resisted antibiotic treatment. At no point could her doctors deliver her any reassuring news. For her entire 13-night stay, Susan was warned that she stood a good chance of losing her arm, or even dying.

Luckily, Susan was discharged intact. But the experience shook her fundamental sense of well-being. More than sickly, now Susan felt afraid and hopeless. Even worse, she lost any sense of safety. The next encounter with cellulitis could be mere months away – and there was no guarantee she’d survive it.

To Johns Hopkins, for LymphaTouch Therapy

This frightening revelation motivated Susan to take drastic action. She flew down to Baltimore, to see an oncology rehab specialist at Johns Hopkins. One of the specialists, Kathy McGinty, introduced Susan to The LymphaTouch.

“When I first met Susan I could tell she was feeling pretty despondent,” Kathy said. “She was at stage II, or early stage III lymphedema. This meant that protein-heavy lymph fluid had gathered around Susan’s arm, and started to turn her tissues fibrotic.
“Parts of her arm had that thick, doughy feeling consistent with fibrosis,” Kathy observed. “That was the first symptom I knew The LymphaphaTouch could help with.”

But when Susan first clapped eyes on The LymphaphaTouch, she had a skeptical reaction. “I didn’t want to try it at first,” she said. “I had tried other therapies, and nothing was working. I didn’t think this new machine could help.”

Kathy has noticed this reaction from most patients who come to see her. “Manual massages can be therapeutic, and they’re gentle, so patients can get attached to how they feel. But The LymphaphaTouch does work things that hands just can’t. I coaxed Susan into giving it a try.”

During that first session, Kathy used The LymphaphaTouch’s negative pressure to lift the fibrotic tissue of Susan’s skin. This expanded the space for blocked-up lymph to circulate. Then, a gentle mechanical vibration shocked the fibrotic tissue, softening it almost immediately. “I noticed a change in how my arm felt right away,” Susan said. “Honestly I was shocked.”

“The LymphaphaTouch started to give her arm tissue some pliability and suppleness,” Kathy said. “I knew it was doing its job.”

With continued sessions, Susan started to see other important improvements. Her arm lost its discoloration. It regained mobility and function. And before long, Kathy observed an even bigger change: “She was getting happier every time she came in and her emotional strength was coming back,” Kathy reported.

“Those first few sessions had a big impact on my mood,” Susan said. “I started feeling hopeful again. I felt safe for the first time in years.”

“I noticed a change in how my arm felt right away. Honestly I was shocked.”

**More Therapeutic Possibilities**

Kathy reports that Susan’s results are typical for her patients. “For lymphedema patients, it used to take five or six weeks to get them ready to discharge. But with the LymphaphaTouch that time’s down to three weeks.”

She’s also been continually delighted at the range of applications for the device. “I’ve gotten patients off feeding tubes after treating myofascial restrictions of facial muscles. I’ve taken patients off Foley catheters after treating lymphedema of the genitals. I’ve seen it help heal irradiated tissue after cancer treatment, restore proprioception for patients with peripheral neuropathy, and I’ve even seen it help treat Lyme Disease,” Kathy said, “and,” she went on, “at the end of the day my hands feel much better, because I’m not doing so much manual massage.”

Kathy says that she couldn’t imagine working without it.

**A New Life After Treatment**

But for Susan, The LymphaphaTouch’s most important effect wouldn’t become obvious for a while. It’s been almost a year and a half since those first sessions. In that time, Susan’s arm only went through one mild bout of cellulitis. That’s an enormous improvement from three or four serious infections every year.

“I’m not that sickly person anymore!” Susan says, delighted. “I’m at this new plateau of health. And it takes work to maintain it. But the LymphaphaTouch is what brought me here, and it’s what’s keeping me here.”

Susan would recommend the device for anyone going through a similar struggle, even if they’re feeling skeptical. “You have to try it! Why not? What do you have to lose?”

“I’m at this new plateau of health. And it takes work to maintain it. But the LymphaphaTouch is what brought me here, and it’s what’s keeping me here.”
Marina’s Story – Back To Playing Flutes After A Serious Wrist Break And Painful Neuropathy

“The LymphaTouch machine has been a vital part of my healing from a serious wrist break, titanium implant surgery and many months of extremely painful neuropathy.

When I began my PT sessions, I had already had six weeks of Occupational Therapy, which had not helped much. My shoulder, elbow, wrist and fingers were all locked. My surgeon recommended that I should have Stellate Ganglion Blocks as pain management. He also said he didn’t know if I would ever be able to play my flutes again. (I am a recording artist who plays wooden flutes.) I had no interest in nerve blocks or pain management. I wanted healing!

Then I started sessions with my PT on this amazing machine. It took time, sometimes two sessions a week and then down to one weekly, and finally, every 2-3 weeks. Together with my PT’s gift of healing, the LymphaTouch and persistent homework on my part, I have recovered about 95% of my range of motion. I will continue until I am 100%. All of my nerve pain is gone completely, and I am able to play my flutes again!

My deepest gratitude to the developer of this marvelous machine. It has helped me to regain my life.”

Marina Raye
Black Mountain, NC
May 9, 2015

Tammy’s Story – Head And Neck Cancer Survivor

“This device helped me, and it saved my life. And I know it can help other people too.
-Tammy Woodham, cancer survivor

Tammy Woodham was diagnosed with stage III tongue cancer that relapsed two and a half years later with multiple metastasis in her head- and neck-area. She went through several surgeries, chemotherapy and radiation which all caused her major problems in both speaking and functionality of face, neck and upper body and activities of daily living. She worked long time with a physical therapist to treat the swelling that was caused by cancer treatments and found out that she has a disease called secondary lymphedema.

Eventually she met an occupational therapist Kathy Konosky from the University of Michigan who treated Tammy with several methods to reduce the swelling. Once Kathy used LymphaTouch on her, the effect was instant. LymphaTouch immediately released all the pressure that Tammy has had in her chest for a long time and she felt herself free again. She can move and talk much better than before LymphaTouch® treatments.

See Tammy’s story full-length at https://www.lymphatouch.com/
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# LYMPHATOUCH® LT01

## TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DIMENSIONS</strong></th>
<th>19 x 10 x 11.5 cm / 7.5 x 3.9 x 4.5 in.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WEIGHT</strong></td>
<td>11 kg / 2.43 lbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POWER REQUIREMENTS</strong></td>
<td>Adapter: 100-240 VAC, 50-60 Hz Output: 15Vdc, 2A, 30 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BATTERY</strong></td>
<td>Rechargeable Lithium Ion battery with up to 8 hours continuous use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DISPLAY</strong></td>
<td>TFT LCD: 4.3” 800 x 480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEGATIVE PRESSURE SETTING</strong></td>
<td>Pressure range 20-250 mmHg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PULSATION AND PRESSURE</strong></td>
<td>Pulsation range 0.5-5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH-FREQUENCY VIBRATION</strong></td>
<td>Vibration range 20-90 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TREATMENT CUPS</strong></td>
<td>10 mm, 35 mm, 50 mm, 60 mm, 80 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TREATMENT CUP FILTERS</strong></td>
<td>Single use medical grade air filters to maximize hygiene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLASSIFICATION</strong></td>
<td>Medical device CE-MDD/93/42/EEC, Class 2a, CSA C22.2, FDA class I Exempt, NRTL cert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STANDARDS</strong></td>
<td>ISO 13485:2016, IEC 60601-1, IEC 60601-1-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WARRANTY</strong></td>
<td>2 years, excluding batteries and accessories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Always read the contraindications and user manual before using the device. If you are uncertain of the suitability of the device for the treatment, always seek advice from a healthcare professional prior to starting the treatment.
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Contact your local distributor for additional requests.

Lymphatouch® and PhysioTouch® units are CE certified and FDA Class 1 Exempt devices. RX Only. Lymphatouch Inc. is ISO 13485:2016 certified. Always read contraindications and user manual before using the device. If you are uncertain of the suitability of the device for the treatment, always seek advice from a healthcare professional prior to starting the treatment. © Copyright 2020 Lymphatouch Inc. All Rights Reserved. MKTG-6-3